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long lines (6-24 inches). Recent studies of the behavior of the eye 
give the possibility that the physiological events may be more dif- 
ferent in the two cases than has been supposed. 

But if accuracy of discrimination of length means something 
radically different when the length is 50 mm. from what it means 
when the length is 100 mm., does it not appear that our descriptive 
names for mental functions are very inadequate? If the variations 
with content of the processes to which we give the same name are 
so great as this sample case would make them out, should not the 
psychologist make content a matter of prime importance for study? 
The case just quoted shows content as far more influential than it 
has been supposed to be, but I could also quote cases where it is less 
influential than it has been supposed to be. Our traditional psychol- 
ogy has been unable to deduce even very simple relations,5 and this 
inability implies that it does not know what the functions are which 
it names and pretends to describe. 

EDWARD L. THORNDIKE. 
TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 

DISCUSSION 

CONCERNING A PHILOSOPHICAL PLATFORM: A REPLY 
TO PROFESSOR CREIGHTON 

EVERY rational discussion rests necessarily on the assumption 
that an agreement on the points under inquiry is both de- 

sirable and possible. This assumption every worker in any depart- 
ment of knowledge tacitly makes, except the radical sceptic alone. 
His position may be unassailable, but it is so merely because he places 
himself outside of any generating problem whatsoever. His thesis 
remains therefore an absolutely barren speculative possibility. In 
order formally to exclude him, we could state our own problem in 
the hypothetical form: Assuming an agreement on some philosoph- 
ical questions and their answers to be both desirable and possible, 
required to find them and to devise methods by which agreement 
on them can be obtained. The critic who wishes to assail this assump- 
tion may try with the opposite hypothesis. 

"For instance, who of my readers will, in ignorance of direct experimental 
data, venture to estimate the coefficients of correlation between: 

1. Ability in addition and ability in writing the opposites of words. 
2. Ability in addition and ability in marking A's on a sheet of capitals. 
3. Ability in addition and ability in doing arithmetical "problems." 
4. Ability in division and ability in doing arithmetical problems. 
5. Ability in drawing lines to equal a 100mm. line and ability in judging 

which of two lines both about 100 mm. long is greater. 
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I am moved to make these remarks, because the key-note of the 
criticism of my paper "Concerning a Philosophical Platform" at the 
meeting of the Association in Baltimore was that such an agreement 
was "neither desirable nor possible"; and now Professor Creighton 
in his article "The Idea of a Philosophical Platform" in thisJOUR- 
NAL (Vol. VI., p. 141) takes the same position. He states: "From the 
very nature of philosophy it ought to be evident that such a platform 
is neither desirable nor possible of attainment" (p. 142). On the 
contrary, I still think that the only fruitful way of treating the 
question of a philosophical platform is, by a study of the philosoph- 
ical needs of other departments of inquiry, to convince one's self of 
the necessity of an agreement, to assume its possibility, and to go to 
work. But Professor Creighton, whilst denying the possibility or 
even desirability of "such a platform," maintains, at the same time, 
that a platform in some sense already exists: "A platform, then, does, 
in some sense, exist, and always has existed, in philosophy" (p. 143) 
and "we can not deny that some agreement, especially regarding the 
nature of the problems that can profitably and significantly be raised 
and the kind of answers which they demand, is an essential condi- 
tion of the existence of the subject as a rational branch of human 
inquiry" (pp. 142-143). Professor Creighton seems to include in 
this platform which he considers as already existing, first, a defini- 
tion of philosophy, and secondly, an ideal of philosophy, both of 
which I urged in my paper as essential parts of a platform on which 
we philosophers ought to agree, at least for the time being, until we 
are ready, for specific reasons, to change this part of our platform. 
I do not know what the definition of philosophy is which Professor 
Creighton had in mind, when he made such a definite conclusion from 
its "very nature," but a preceding sentence at least implies a defi- 
nition: "The nature and function of philosophy . . . is an attempt 
to understand and evaluate the standpoint and results of all the 
sciences and the meaning of experience as a whole" (p. 142). Does 
Professor Creighton mean to say that on this definition there is any- 
thing like an agreement among the experts? Or is he, at least, will- 
ing to offer it as a possible definition for criticism, or would he prefer 
to restate it more formally? The sentence seems also to imply some 
ideal of philosophy, the "kind of answers" which we may expect; 
namely, that philosophy is critique. 

But I do not wish to criticize these points which seem to me of 
supreme importance, as long as they are stated merely incidentally 
and implicitly in a paper with the main contention of which I am in 
hearty agreement. For purposes of further discussion, I therefore 
ask Professor Creighton, first, to state what he considers a good 
definition of philosophy. By this I do not necessarily mean a new 
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attempt to comprise in a statement the common characteristics of 
existing philosophies, past and present, but merely a proposition 
that may serve as a working basis and which, therefore, will be defi- 
nite, consistent, distinctive, and comprehensive. Secondly, I ask 
Professor Creighton to state what he considers to be the proper 
form of solution which we can expect of the generating problem im- 
plied in the definition of philosophy aforementioned. If philosophy 
is to be merely critique, then what kind of critique? If it is to be a 
constructive system, what kind of a system? Are its propositions to 
be proved; then what kinds of proof are demanded? On these 
points at least he must consider an agreement possible, as he seems 
to imply that it already exists. 

KARL SCHMIDT. 
PEQUAKET, N. H. 

REVIEWS AND ABSTRACTS OF LITERATURE 

La notion de valeur; sa natutre psychique, son importance en theologie. 
GEORGES BERGUER. Geneve: Georg & Co. 1908. Pp. 365. 
The author of this work, Georges Berguer, was born in Geneva on 

September 9, 1873. After studying in the college of his native town, he 
entered, in 1891, the faculty of theology of the university. He also 
studied in the universities of Edinburgh and Strassburg. Since the com- 
pletion of his studies, he has been employed as a minister in the Lutheran 
church of Montbeliard, and later in Lyons and in Geneva. He has also 
been given charge of the chair of religious psychology in the faculty of 
theology of Geneva. 

Mr. Berguer is already known for the following works: "L'education 
de la conscience de Pierre par Jesus de Nazareth," a contribution to the 
study of the pedagogy of Christ; "Le jardin clos," poems; "I'applica- 
tion de la methode scientifique a la theologie"; "I'agnosticisme relig- 
ieux," an answer to Professor Frommel, in Revue de theologie et de phi- 
losophie de Lausanne, 1905; "L'autorite religieuse et la valeur de la 
Bible" (with the cooperation of Aug. Gampert). 

In "L'application de la methode scientifique a la theologie" Mr. 
Berguer has shown what can be understood by a "scientific theology." 
He had made a study of the scientifically observable phenomenal mani- 
festations of religious facts, leaving out of account their importance in 
the intimate life of the subject. It is the other aspect of theology that 
he now studies; that aspect which is not concerned with the grouping of 
facts, but with the justification of beliefs. On approaching this aspect 
of theology, he finds the notion of value in the foreground. 

"La notion de valeur" was written as a dissertation for the doctor's 
degree in theology at the University of Geneva. It consists of three 
parts. The first part studies the problem of value in itself; the second 
and the third corroborate the results obtained, (a) by a study of the fact 
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